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WHAT’S NEW WITH MARKETPLACE?   
Marketplace: December 2021 Release 
 

Marketplace (marketplace.copyright.com) is a self-service, ecommerce site that enables people in 

business, higher education, publishing and other markets to quickly search, find, and purchase 

permissions to use and share content to conduct business, enrich instruction, and request article 

reprints and ePrints from thousands of publishers around the world.  

 

With the December 2021 release, we continue to make improvements to our academic and 

corporate Pay-Per-Use Services. New features and enhancements include: 

 

• The ability to sort projects by order creation date 

• Improved project creation process for new academic users 

• The ability to delete academic projects with no orders 

• A new purchase confirmation notification for academic customers 

 

New Features and Enhancements 

Sort Project by Order Creation Date  
Customers are now able to sort their projects by order creation date, including pending and completed 

orders. In addition, they can easily see what projects will become an order in ten days or less, so they 

don’t make any last-minute changes before the order is created. See screenshot below on next page. 
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Improve Project Creation Process for Academic Customers 
New customers no longer have to select “Create Project” when creating their first project and will be 

presented with a text field to name their project. See screenshot below. 

 

 

  

 

 

 



 

 

Enable Ability to Delete Projects 
Academic customers are now able to delete projects that do not have any orders. There is a delete option 

within the Projects view that removes the project entirely from Manage Account. See screenshot below. 

 

 

 

Purchase Confirmation for Academic Customers 
Academic customers now receive an email notification after they confirm items to purchase within their 

project. 



 

 

WHAT’S NEW WITH PUBLISHER PORTAL?   

Publisher Portal: January 2022 Release 
 

View Flat Fee When Approving a Special Request 
Starting in January 2022, publishers will be able to view the Flat Fee they set on their fee schedule when 

pricing and approving a request. See screenshot below. 

 

 

 

Questions? 

 

Please contact Aaron Reid at areid@copyright.com or your CCC Account Manager. 
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CCC builds unique solutions that connect content and rights in contextually 
relevant ways through software and professional services. CCC helps people 
navigate vast amounts of data to discover actionable insights, enabling them 
to innovate and make informed decisions. CCC, with its subsidiary 
RightsDirect, collaborates with customers to advance how data and 
information is integrated, accessed, and shared while setting the standard 
for effective copyright solutions that accelerate knowledge and power 
innovation. CCC is headquartered in Danvers, Mass. with offices across North 
America, Europe and Asia.  

To learn more about CCC, visit www.copyright.com. 
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